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Can it be that you only have 5 years left to live? Â  Â Studies show only 1 hour daily is free to do

what you want, and the rest: Sleep, work, eat, email...you have to do. Just 12% of our life

expectancy is free. Is this what lifeâ€™s about? No- so what is? No method has yet found a practical

answer...Until nowHave you ever asked â€œWhatâ€™s the point?â€• or â€œwhy am I here?â€•. That

was the meaning of life you were trying to find. Using the latest evidence & facts at each step, this

book reveals a surprising answer which you can read now risk free with a 7 day money back

guarantee (see down below)When youâ€™re finished youâ€™ll know...- Why the answer to the

meaning changes EVERY other question in your life.- Why those who live the answer are HAPPIER

and live some of the LONGEST lives.- Why for centuries the answer has been ILLEGAL. (No itâ€™s

not a conspiracy theory)We exist but we rarely live as we react to what distracts and lie to hide the

facts. The result? 350+ Million people are now part of the worldâ€™s largest growing disability of

depression.But as you read youâ€™ll discover the opposite and much more:-How to ELIMINATE

80% of distractions and rapidly increase your free time by 33%-How ONE action REDUCES stress

quickly, letting you FULFILL the meaning of life daily-How to BULLETPROOF yourself from

unpredictable economic change and job loss.Â Challenging the old guys of philosophy, gods of

religion, frauds of psychology, and self help get rich salesman. Origin of Why: The Proven Meaning

and Purpose of Life adds to the tradition of Viktor Frankl, Simon Senik, Tim Ferriss and Gary Keller

in opening the way you see the world.Â Did you know there is a 7 day money back guarantee on

kindle books you buy?Â Some authors fear you'll be so greedy to grab a refund they try to hide this

from their readers.Â But i want to be fair and honest because i think youâ€™re a fair and honest

reader who knows effort and value when you see it. Please read this book. If you find nothing

useful, email me how i went wrong vitojgrigorov@gmail.com and get a refund back. Your time is

valuable, last thing i'd want to do is waste it. Click above to start your risk free read & find out :)Read

this book easily online on any device right now, no installation or apps needed thanks to Kindle

Cloud reader which will redirect you to https://read..com after your purchase. More info at

www..com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201246320
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I admit i did look at the number of pages before buying and was impressed to see it being over 400

+ so was a good buy at the price at the time (maybe on special it seems). Having not the best

experience with my kindle purchase before where i hoped would be more practical than it was this

book avalanched alot of useful info. To summarize if your not into philosophy like me then you get a

summary of philosophy which you can use well with family an friends. Many of the most important

concepts have been drilled down to the basics but not any more or less. In many ways it felt like

going through a uni/college course in one reading without needing to go through months or years of

study- obviously you get more knowledge from one, but from this book it seems its more practical

stuff you can start using tomorrow.

A big aspect underplayed in this book is it explains cultural evolution - i think it succeeds so that's

reason for the 5 starsand also as my background is in Anthropology. Reason why i think it works is

the definitions are watertight - and alsothe mechanism is different from biological evolution but only

slightly - which is important. Humans control the changes in their innovations, nature doesn't control

genes- they mutate randomly. That's why it took nature billions of years to get to humans while it

took humansfew thousands of years to get to space travel.

Other reviews have done a good job outlining whats inside. Ill repeat that i also have not seen



anything similar to the intro which sets the tone of the book with the free time graph. I tested it out

and well...7 years ish free time is all i got left on this planet. How nice... Grigorov does at least point

towards the right direction after this shock. Now onto making my innovation. The "Lean startup" by

Eric Ries is a book i've been re-reading which complements kind what i'm finding here in Origin of

Why.

My parents were part of a cultish group when i was young - wasnt too bad, nothing evil but i moved

way away from that a few years ago.Vetos book has been like fresh air - it flips upside down the

weird stuff i remember being taught (some of it still hovers in my mind sadly) but also confirms the

choice i made to start learning things for myself, for if you don't someone else will try stuffing their

version of whats true into you!

Excited to soon get through it - just got to the page focused on the "greater good"....Forgot which

Harry Potter book it was but i remember the sentence "for the greater good" appearing as

something Dumbledore once dreamt of doing in his youth. I think here in this book is the first

breakdown of how it can be done outside the magical world

I'm no expert just my 2 cents here- but this book helped explain the mystery of suicide for me. I

assume you'd need to remake the education that doctors, clinicians and therapists get, big ask - but

if done it would be worthwhile - they'd stop prescribing useless medications when the problem is

inside each person- their lack of meaning - having no innovation to make over your lifetime

I liked whats in here - but it gives me a dilemma, if true then why bother doing anything else -

besides the meaning of life? Is that bad or good i'm not sure. The author does say not all your

actions can be geared towards meaning of life BUT that the majority of them ideally should be.

Maybe not life changing for everyone who reads it - but it will be for many others. It put the final nail

in the coffin for me as i've been tending down this path for a while. This book sealed the deal. Im in

the process of qutting my job and starting fresh - Must read.
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